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The Gre at Falls Nill is si tuated on one slope of the ravine created
by Falling Creek, the stream that powered the mill. The industrial complex
consists of a lcu"ge gable -roof main building with at-c,ached towers of une
size on either side, and a smaller adjacent building. All are· built in the
Romanesque Reviva~ style. Constructed of brick laid in common bond) the
feature the arched windows and arcaded corbel cornices characte
of the Italian Romanezque buildings from which the style is primarily derive
The main building is quite large, rising four storie s above a raise d
basement and measuring 76 2/3 feet by 146 feet
It is entered from the eapt
gable end, ~vhich is four bays wide wi..th each bay at the four levels marked
by windows set in segmental-arched openings, Nost of the windows have lost
their sash and are now covered by wooden shutters. In the third story,
which is on the same level as the presBnt road, a wind.ow in the north bay
has been converted into a door reached by a trestle-like footbridge across
ravine. In the gable is a large oculus. Each corner is marked by wide
m
pilaster strips, as are all corners of the bUilding. Above the arcading
at the roofline is a narrow corbel cornice consisting of two rows of project ngbricks. The west end of the building is similar to the east, except that {~
has no door an~ because of the slope of the land, there is a row of wimows
at the raised basement level.
A large square central stair tower divides the north facade into two
expanses of seven bays each, marked at all levels including the raised basement by windows in segmental-arched openings. (At the second level, a door
in the third bay from the east end cpens into a small wooden enclosed passag
way that serves as a bridge to the secondary building.) Terminating me
facade is an arcaded corbel cornice that runs the full length of the buildin
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The stair tower which dominates the composition is modeled on an Itali
Romanesque campanile and is six stories high, one bay wide, and one bay deep
It consists of two stages: the first five stories provide a base for the
sixth, which resembles a belfry. Each face of the lower portion is framed
by continuous pilaster strips which support an arcaded corbel cornice at the
top of the fifth story. The east and west faces of the tower are marked at
each of the first five levels by tall narrow segmental-arched windows. The
north (main) face features in each of the first four stories a larger segment
arched opening containing a tripled-arched ~vindow. In the fifth story the
design is varied by the institution of a pair of round-headed windows. The
top story of the tower is separated from the lower ones by a heavy molded
corbel cornice. Each face of this final stage of the tower features a pair
of tall round-headed arched windows (now filled in) flanked by someWhat smal
blind arches. The tower teY'lninates in an arcaded corbel cornice and is
capped by a shallow pyramidal roof.
The south facade is similar to the north, except that here the stair
tower takes the form of a four-story projection one bay wide and one bay
deep with a gable roof running perpendicular to that of the main block. Its
south face, repeating the pattern of the pilaster strips and arcaded corbel
cornice, has no windows. The east and west faces) marked at each lewl by
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single narrow windows in segmental-arched openings, repeat the pattern of the
north and south facades of the main block
The vast interior of the main building is empty. The space in each story
is interrupted only by a central row 0 f massive chamfered posts that runs the
length of the building, with a post cccuring between every bay to provide
central support for the framing. At each level, doors lead into the north
and south towers, each of which contains a stair
The secondary buildillg, across the ravine, cons:Bts of a two-story main
block and a one-story Wing, each with a gable roof. Between the two sections
rises a small windowless tower. The ornament of the secondary buildings
repeats in simplified fashion that of the main one.
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Richmond Manufacturing Company (later the Great Falls Manufacturing
Company) was the first cotton mill in Richmond County 2nd is thought to
have been the fifth of its kind to operate in North Carolina. The mill,
powered by the waters of Falling Creek, was built by Walter F. Leak near
Rockingham on a 100-acre tract fonoorly owned by Willima Deffie. Walter
F. Leak, who served as president of Richmond Manufacturing Company until
1869 when it was reorganized as Great Falls Manufacturing Company, was a
member of the House of Commons in 1831, a member of the state senate in
1832, and a trustee of the University of North Carolina from 1846 to 1868.
In 1833 the General Assembly of North Carolina ratified an act to
incorporate the Richmond Manufacturing Company, authorizing Walter F. Leak
William Cole, and Francis T. Leak to open books in Rockingham and re cei ve
subscriptions for shares of the company. The shares sold for one hundred
dollars each, and the firm was capitalized at $50,000.
LLJ
W

The mill began operation about 1837, producing cotton yarn. This was
sold to customers who came from allover the area and are said to ill ve
camped with their wagons near the mill to wait for a load of the yarn.
Later the operation was expanded to include wool yarn.
The Richmond Manufacturing Company was burned on March 8, 1865, by
bWMaers from Sherman's army then moving through North Carolina. After the
wal) on November 1, 1868, the company president, Walter Leak, sold 22~ acre.
including all the buildings and eqUipment of Richmond Manufacturing CompanJ
to .the stockholders of the company for $1,000. The company was reorganizec
under a legislative act of April 20, 1869, and its name was changed to
the Great Falls Manufacturing Company.
The mill was rebuilt in its present form, and operations were resumed
about 1870, this time on a much larger scale, employing 100 looms and 3,00(
spindles. John Leak served as president of Great Falls Manufacturing Comp¥ny
until his death in 1873 when he was succeeded by Robert T Steele
During
Steele's presidency the charter of the Great Falls Manufacturing Company
'Has revised
The capital was raised to $500,000, and the board of director ~
was expanded to include up to seven members. Steele died in 1895 and
was replaced as president by W. I. Everett, who continued in the position
until his death in 1911. Everett was general superintendant of the Wes ter 1
North Carolina Railroad from 1866 to 1870 and state senator from 1885 thro~gh
1887 and in 1905. On November 27, 1911, the proprty was sold at public
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8.
auiion for $37,000. The mill continued to operate until 1930 when it was
closed as a result of the Depression. The building was last used by John
W. Gore as a bonded cotton warehouse.
In the early nineteenth century, almost all North Carolinians, induding
those in Richmond County, were farmers. There was very little industry in .
the state; the people depended on the factories of the other states for nearl
all manufactured goods
Among the few native efforts at manufacturing were
water-powered cotton mills that served the local cotton pl~ntrs and a local
market. Richmond County, where the groWng of cotton began well before it
became the dominant crap in the South, was a logical site for one of the
first of these mills. The Richmond Manufacturing Company is significant as
an early exwnple of the small local industries that would later, on a larger
scale; enable North Carolina to move from an almost totally agrarian economy
to a more balanced one. From just such meager beginnings the textile industr
has grown to become a major contributor to the present~onomy of North Caroli a.
In the larger context of the nineteenth century as a whole, it is intere ting
to note that the Great Falls Mill embodies the two opposing currents that
provided one of the central conflicts of the century: the Industrial Revolution and the Romantic Movement. The mill is historically significant as an
early example of the rather tardy coming of the Industrial Revolution to the
state, while its architectural style cmae into popular use primarily as part
of the revivalism of the Romantic Movement, which in reaction against the
depersonalization of the Industrial Revolution sought inspiration in the styl s
of the pre-industrial medieval period.

flEaTly .Histor y of Cotton Mills, II
, Vol I. Hamlet and
Dispatch, 1932.
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